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ARTS 
 

 
 
American Songbook at NJPAC #301 
Airdate/Time: January 6, 2016, 8pm; January 8, 2016, 2am; January 10, 2016, 6pm 
Length: 60-minutes  
  
Description:  Stephen Schwartz, the award-winning composer and special guests perform 
selections from his catalog of stage and screen favorites from Wicked and more. 
 
 
American Songbook at NJPAC #302 
Airdate/Time: January 13, 2016, 8pm; January 15, 2016, 2am; February 14, 2016, 6pm 
Length: 60-minutes  
 
Description:  Jessie Mueller and Jarrod Spector pair up to reminisce about their time together in 
Broadway's Beautiful: The Carole King Musical, and perform a diverse catalog of personal 
favorite hits from the stage and radio, from King's "I Feel the Earth Move" and "Natural Woman" 
to Elton John's "Your Song", Steven Tyler's "Dream On" and Billy Joel's "New York State of 
Mind". 
 
 
Ode to Joy: Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 
Airdate/Time: January 14, 2016, 8pm; January 15, 2016, 2am  
Length: 90-minutes  
 
Description:  The Vienna Chamber Orchestra and Westminster Choir in Princeton and Vienna 
celebrate Civil Rights advocate and philanthropist William H. Scheide with a performance of 
Beethoven's monumental Symphony No. 9. Actor John Lithgow narrates. 
 
  
American Songbook at NJPAC #303 
Airdate/Time: January 20, 2016, 8pm; January 22, 2016, 2am; February 22, 2016, 6pm 
Length: 60-minutes  
 
Description: Marilyn Maye shows off her status as living cabaret legend with a lively assortment of 
classic songs of past and present, including Harold Arlen and E.Y Harburg's "Over The Rainbow"; 
Jerry Herman's "It's Today"; Steve Allen's "This Could Be The Start Of Something Big"; Lerner 
And Lowe's "I've Grown Accustomed To Your Face" plus an assortment of favorite medleys. 
 
 
American Songbook at NJPAC #304 
Airdate/Time: January 27, 2016, 8pm; January 29, 2016, 2am; February 28, 2016, 6pm 
Length: 60-minutes  
  
Description:  Russell carries on her family legacy of great jazz interpretation of works like George 
and Ira Gershwin's "I Got Rhythm"; Sidney Clare and Jay Gorney's "You're My Thrill"; Lillian 
Green's "Romance in the Dark"; Johnny Otis' "Aged & Mellow" and Irving Berlin's "Harlem on My 
Mind". 
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American Songbook at NJPAC #305 
Airdate/Time: February 3, 2016, 8pm; February 5, 2016, 2am; March 6, 2016, 6pm 
Length: 60-minutes  
  
Description: Veteran cabaret stars, KT Sullivan and Jeff Harnar, perform an hour of all songs 
Sondheim that includes excerpts from almost all of his shows. Their list of Sondheim classics 
include "No One Is Alone" from Into the Woods, "Another Hundred People" from Company, 
"Every Day A Little Death" from A Little Night Music and much more. 
 
 
American Songbook at NJPAC #306 
Airdate/Time: February 10, 2016, 8pm; February 12, 2016, 2am; March 13, 2016, 6pm 
Length: 60-minutes  
  
Description:  The Sirius/XM Radio Host, Seth Rudetsky, and Broadway icon, Christine Ebersole, 
team up for an entertaining evening of banter and songs relating to Ebersole's career and their 
mutual love of the Great White Way. Songs include Al Dubin and Harry Warren's "Lullaby of 
Broadway"; Lerner and Lowe's "Simple Joys of Maidenhood" and Stephen Sondheim's "Send in 
the Clowns". 
 
 
 
 

CIVIL RIGHTS 
 
 
 
Due Process #2015  
Airdate/Time: February 14, 2016, 9:30am & 7pm; February 16, 2016, 11:30pm; February 20, 
2016, 5:00am  
Length:  30-minutes 
 
Description: Woodrow Wilson: Princeton President, New Jersey Governor, progressive President 
of the United States. No wonder he's an icon on campus. But, after more than a century, is it time 
for that to change?  
On this edition of "Due Process," black students at Princeton force their university to confront the 
other truth of Woodrow Wilson.  
In fact, he was an unapologetic racist, a supporter of the Confederacy, an admirer of the Klan. So 
should Wilson's image and name be purged at Princeton?  
“Due Process” traces the roots of the controversy, then hears from Princeton History Prof. Jeremy 
Adelman and Public Policy Consultant and Woodrow Wilson School Graduate Richard Roper. 
 
 
Due Process #2013 
Airdate/Time: January, 24 2016, 9:30am, January 26, 2016, 11:30pm; January 30, 2016, 5:00am; 
February 21, 2016, 9:30am & 7pm; February 23, 2016, 11:30pm; February 27, 2016, 5:00am 
Length: 30-minutes  
 
Description: Claims of misconduct and bias by Newark Police? Those are longstanding. But 
detailed charges from the Department of Justice, based on a three year study? That was 
something new.  
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Now, 18 months after the U.S. Attorney announced the findings, a federal monitor's about to step 
in, a consent decree's about to be signed, and police will come under a kind of scrutiny 
unprecedented in New Jersey.  
On this edition of Due Process: U.S. Attorney Paul Fishman, the Justice Department's chief 
prosecutor in New Jersey, predicts the process will bring meaningful reform to the Newark P.D.  
“Due Process” also talks to Newark Mayor Ras Baraka about his initiative for a new Civilian 
Complaint Review Board - and his plan to put a civilian lawyer in charge of Internal Affairs.  
How successful will it all be in curing generations of discord and distrust between Newark citizens 
and their police? ACLU Executive Director Udi Ofer tells “Due Process” that "the devil will be in 
the details," and maybe in the court challenges sure to come. 
 
 
The African Americans: Many Rivers to Cross #105 
Airdate/Time:  February 18, 2016, 8pm; February 20, 2016, 2am  
Length:  60-minutes 
 
Description:  Rise! examines the long road to civil rights, when the deep contradictions in 
American society finally became unsustainable. Beginning in World War II, African Americans 
who helped fight fascism abroad came home to face the same old racial violence. But this time, 
mass media-from print to radio and TV-broadcast that injustice to the world, planting seeds of 
resistance. And the success of black entrepreneurs and entertainers fueled African American 
hopes and dreams. In December 1955, Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat to a white man on 
a city bus in Montgomery, Alabama, heralding the dawn of a new movement of quiet resistance, 
with the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. as its public face. Before long, masses of African 
Americans practiced this nonviolent approach at great personal risk to integrate public schools, 
lunch counters and more. As the civil rights movement scored one historic victory after another, 
non-violence was still all too often met with violence-until finally, enough was enough. By 1968, 
Dr. King, the apostle of non-violence, would be assassinated, unleashing a new call for "Black 
Power" across the country. 
 
 
 

 
EDUCATION 

 
 
 
Roadtrip Nation: Ready to Rise 
Airdate/Time:  February 20, 2016, 1pm 
Length:  60-minutes    
 
Description:   The travel documentary ROADTRIP NATION: READY TO RISE follows three out-
of-work youth - Ryan, Summer and Michael - as they travel across the country to interview 
inspiring individuals who overcame adversity to build fulfilling lives and careers. Ryan, a 20-year-
old from Patterson, Calif., aspires to uplift his community in some way, and believes the 
opportunity to travel and meet mentors from similar backgrounds will open him up to a whole new 
world of possibility. Summer, also 20 and a California native, has been looking for a support 
system her whole life. Raised in a foster care environment without a defined sense of family to 
guide her, she knows what it's like to feel alone in the world, and dreams of becoming a crisis 
counselor to help others who face similar challenges. Twenty-four year old Michael, who was 
raised in a poverty-stricken neighborhood, found himself involved in gang life at the age of 12 to 
get by. A high-school dropout, Michael resolved to turn his life around after he found himself 
locked up in a juvenile detention center. Once out, he became involved with the program 
YouthBuild Schenectady, which gave him the support he needed to awaken his potential. Michael 
hopes the road trip will give him the wisdom and experiences to further develop his purpose and 
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share his story with others. As the roadtrippers embark on their personal journeys for a better way 
of life, along the way they find hope and inspiration from their interviews with Chris Gardner, 
author of The Pursuit of Happyness, Father Greg Boule, founder and executive director of the 
non-profit organization Homeboy Industries, filmmaker Lydia Joyner, and several others. 
 
 
Classroom Close-Up, NJ #1613 
Airdate/Time:  February 28, 2016, 7:30am, 12:30pm, 7:30pm; March 2, 2016, 11:30pm; March 5, 
2016, 5:30pm 
Length:  30-minutes    
 
Description:  In this episode:  Newark Debate - Newark educator Jonathan Alston demonstrates 
that debate skills can improve test scores and help students critically read, write and think. Born 
and raised in Newark where he won two debate state championships, Jonathan went on the Yale 
University, and last year was selected as the National Debate Coach Association Educator of the 
Year. Because he proved that debate fit all the common core standards and prepares students 
for the international Baccalaureate, his administration approved a new initiative that requires 
every 7th grader to take a debate class. Under his coaching, two students have been on the USA 
Debate Team and competed internationally. 
Art Connects Kids & Culture - Chestnut Ridge Middle School in Washington Township is 
connecting artistically with an urban school in Trenton as part of an enrichment program. The 
eighth graders study the work of artist Horace Pippin. They visit a museum to view Pippins 
paintings and then create a piece of artwork about the theme of what impact they would like to 
make on the world. Students then prepare a video lesson on YouTube to share with the students 
at Luis Munoz Rivera Elementary. 
Gaming With Literature - Raritan High School students are building book-based video games in 
Sarah Roman's English class. The students incorporate technology and basic coding in order to 
build an original video game, involving text, sounds, student-created graphics, and a unique user 
interface. The games draw on their reading of Dracula by Bram Stoker. 
Adaptive iSTEM - Every student can benefit from STEM, including those with mild cognitive 
impairment and autism. West Orange High School has an Adaptive iSTEM program that 
accommodates the learning styles of special education students. The students are building and 
operating model roller coasters to demonstrate a real world experience. This program allows for 
students to be in a least restrictive environment while achieving success in the classroom. 
 
 
Classroom  Close-Up #1614 
Airdate/Time:  March 6, 2016, 7:30am, 12:30pm, 7:30pm; March 9, 2016, 11:30pm; March 12, 
2016, 5:30pm 
Length:  30-minutes       
 
Description:   In this episode:  Stonybrook Mentors – Fourth-grade volunteers at Kinnelon’s 
Stonybrook School are peer mentors to students with multiple disabilities. Instead of going to 
recess, the mentors donate time to play games, do arts and crafts and participate in sensory 
activities with their peers. The fourth graders serve as role models and gain compassion, 
empathy, and friendship. 
2015-16 State Teacher of the Year - Starting off in advertising, Chelsea Collins quickly 
discovered that she needed something more in her life and she found that something special in 
teaching. Today she has earned the title of the New Jersey Teacher of the Year. The young 
Woodstown Middle School teacher shares her passion for reading! 
Empty Bowls - Learning lessons of compassion and community service, students at Marlton 
Middle School are raising funds for the hungry with the Empty Bowls Project. The project was 
developed by an international organization that aims to serve simple meals of soups and bread to 
guests in handcrafted bowls. Paying guests select handmade bowls made by art students and 
soup made by Family and Consumer Science students. The proceeds go to the Food Bank of 
South Jersey.   
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B Alive - Special education students from Stillwater Township School are practicing life skills 
though the B-Alive program. Through the program, which is funded by the Hipp Foundation, 
students visit the H.I.L.L.S (Helping Individuals Learn Life Skills) House at Centenary College 
where they learn skills in an authentic home environment. Warren County Special Services 
School District is partnering with Centenary College to provide this unique program for members 
of the community and schools across the state. 
 
 
Classroom  Close-Up #1615 
Airdate/Time:  March 13, 2016, 7:30am, 12:30pm, 7:30pm; March 16, 2016, 11:30pm; March 19, 
2016, 5:30pm 
Length:  30-minutes    

Description:   In this episode:  Gloucester City's Bright Future - A new middle school in 
Gloucester City will soon provide students there with better educational opportunities. The state-
of-the-art facility will replace the long-serving Mary Ethel Costello School where teachers and 
students have been admirably rising above a lack of space and aging infrastructure. 
Shark News - Shark News 12 is an innovative program designed by ESL instructors Kaia Karmyn 
and Veronica O'Brien. Students learning English not only have the fun of creating a newscast, 
they learn critical skills that improve their proficiency and confidence. 
Custodian Author - Orchard Hill Elementary School Head custodian Paul Harvey published a 
book, thanks to the help and support of teacher Kathy Grover. While Paul has the creativity and 
imagination to write a book, he has dyslexia and he became Kathy’s oldest student. She 
mentored, illustrated and edited "The Adventures of Shamus the Leprechaun: Shamus Goes to 
School." 
Social Etiquette Club - Students from Ecole Toussaint Louverture in East Orange learn skills from 
the Social Etiquette Club. The after-school club teaches the children about kindness, sharing, 
table manners and hygiene. Another major focus is preventing harassment, intimidation and 
bullying while developing their social skills at an early age. The lessons from the classroom are 
tested during an eloquent evening at a county club. 

 

 
 
 
ENVIRONMENT 

 

Nature #3307 “Natural Born Hustlers: Staying Alive” 
Airdate/Time: February 1, 2016, 8pm; February 3, 2016, 2am 
Length:  60-minutes 
 
Description:  Stand back as animals outwit predators, find or catch food, then raise the next 
generation. Would they lie, cheat or steal from one another to survive? Of course they would. 
 
 
Nature #3308 “Natural Born Hustlers: The Hunger Hustle” 
Airdate/Time: February 8, 2016, 8pm; February 10, 2016, 2am 
Length:  60-minutes 
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Description:  Animals the world over have adapted their bodies or behavior in extreme ways to 
create a tantalizing trap. It's all the result of millions of years of artful adaptation -- all in the name 
of luring in the next meal. 
 
 
Nova #4303 “Mystery Beneath The Ice”  
Airdate/Time: February 8, 2016, 9pm; February 10, 2016, 3am 
Length: 60-minutes 
 
Description:  Dive under the ice to explore Antarctica's under-ice landscape with a team of 
scientists as they search for the mystery killer that's decimating the population of delicate shrimp-
like creatures at the foundation of the Antarctic food chain. 
 
 
Nature #3309 “Natural Born Hustlers: Sex, Lies & Dirty Tricks” 
Airdate/Time: February 15, 2016, 8pm; February 17, 2016, 2am 
Length: 60-minutes 
 
Description:  Take notes as some male animals employ artful illusions and blatant cheating to 
trick the competition and beguile the girl. Size, style and skill are all used to best advantage - or 
faked, if necessary. 
 
 
Nova #4304 “Himalayan Megaquake”  
Airdate/Time: February 15, 2016, 9pm; February 17, 2016, 3am 
Length: 60-minutes 
 
Description:  Dramatic eyewitness footage reveals the shocking quake that rocked Nepal in April 
2015. Join scientists as they examine why this earthquake was so devastating, how the victims 
are rebuilding and whether another earthquake looms on the horizon. 

 
 
 
 

HEALTH/HEALTHCARE 
 
 
 
30 Days to a Younger Heart with Dr. Steven Masley, MD 
Airdate/Time: January 16, 2016, 7am; January 19, 2016, 3:30am; January 25, 2016, 9:30pm; 
January 27, 2016, 3:30am; February 7, 2016, 6:30pm  
Length: 90-minutes 
 
Description: Steven Masley, MD and his three simple steps may help patients turn back the clock 
and reverse the onset of aging and disease. He is a board-certified physician, nutritionist, 
longevity researcher and award-winning educator who is also a highly acclaimed chef, trained at 
the Four Seasons. In "30 Days to a Younger Heart", Dr. Masley shared the surprising news that 
Metabolic Syndrome, also known as pre-diabetes - not high cholesterol - is the number one 
cause of cardiovascular disease. Since the term metabolic syndrome is new to most, the doctor 
described how easy it is to determine your risk, and why so many Americans have it. Dr. Masley 
also educated viewers about the dangers of invasive, often unnecessary cardiovascular 
procedures. His 3 step Heart Tune-Up program is a guide to making lifestyle changes that may 
significantly reduce the likelihood of developing cardiovascular disease. He specifically discussed 
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the impact food, nutrients and exercise have on making a measurable difference in the reduction 
of arterial plaque.  
 
 
On the Psychiatrist’s Couch with Daniel Amen, MD 
Airdate/Time: January 16, 2016, 3:30pm; January 17, 2016, 12:30am & 11am; January 18, 2016, 
8pm; January 20, 2016, 3:30am; January 23, 2016, 11pm; January 24, 2016, 9:30pm; January 
31, 2016, 11am; February 7, 2016, 11am & 8pm 
Length: 120-minutes 
 
Description:  This special with double board certified psychiastrist Dr. Daniel Amen is divided into 
three parts. In Part One viewers learn how to quiet the mind, rather than be a victim of anxious, 
depressing thoughts. Viewers also gain advice on a method to improve relationships. In Parts 
Two and Three, Dr. Amen gives very specific steps to boost mood, focus, and memory and 
decrease the risk for Alzheimer’s disease, all at the same time.  
 
 
Nova #4307 “Memory Hackers”  
Airdate/Time: February 29, 2016, 9pm; March 2, 2016, 3am 
Length: 60-minutes 
 
Description:  Discover how researchers on the cutting edge of mind-control can implant, change 
and even erase memories. On this thought-provoking journey into the mind, NOVA investigates 
the mysterious nature of how we remember. 
 
 
Moving With Grace 
Airdate/Time: February 29, 2016, 10pm; March 2, 2016, 4am 
Length: 60-minutes 
 
Description:  Like many baby boomers, former NBC anchor Stone Phillips and his siblings found 
themselves caring for their aging parents. Ninety-two-year-old Vic, a World War II veteran, copes 
with chronic heart issues, although his mind and memory remain "as reliable as a Bob Gibson 
fastball." Grace, his wife of 66 years, suffers from dementia, which robs the once-gregarious 
former teacher of her short-term memory. MOVING WITH GRACE, an intimate documentary 
Phillips produced and shot, follows this charming couple as they move out of the family home in 
Missouri and adapt to life first in a retirement community and later in an assisted-living facility. 
This honest and, at times, poignant story highlights the common struggles associated with elder 
care and its consequences. 
 
 
NJTV News with Mary Alice Williams #5194 
Airdate/Time:  March 28, 2016, 6:00pm, 7:30pm, 11:00pm; March 29, 2016, 6:30am 
Length: 30-minutes  

Description: Stemming the addiction crisis, starting in the emergency room. Where routinely 
prescribed opioid painkillers are being substituted with safer alternatives. Concerns about lead in 
the water in Newark schools have led to a call for lead testing in every school. Concerns about 
keeping patient records private have the feds auditing health care providers for HIPAA violations.  
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HERITAGE 

 
 
 
The Bloody Irish! Songs of the 1916 Rising 
Airdate/Time:  January 7, 2016, 8pm; January 9, 2016, 2am; January 31, 2016, 6pm 
Length:  120-minutes 
 
Description:  A commemoration of the Dublin Easter Rising of 1916. This compelling piece of 
musical theatre portrays the rebellion of Irish men and women against 300 years of British rule, 
fueled by songs expressing their desire for freedom. 
 
 
The Jewish Journey: America 
Airdate/Time:  January 31, 2016, 8pm 
Length:  90-minutes 
 
Description:  A film that tells the three part story of I) Jewish life in the old country, II) the reasons 
behind leaving their respective homes and journeying to the US and III) both the establishment of 
communities and the great accomplishments made in the US. 
 
 
The African Americans: Many Rivers to Cross #102 
Airdate/Time:  February 4, 2016, 9pm; February 6, 2016, 3am  
Length:  60-minutes 
 
Description:  The Age of Slavery illustrates how black lives changed dramatically in the aftermath 
of the American Revolution. For free black people in places like Philadelphia, these years were a 
time of tremendous opportunity. But for most African Americans, this era represented a new nadir. 
King Cotton fueled the rapid expansion of slavery into new territories, and a Second Middle 
Passage forcibly relocated African Americans from the Upper South into the Deep South. Yet as 
slavery intensified, so did resistance. From individual acts to mass rebellions, African Americans 
demonstrated their determination to undermine and ultimately eradicate slavery in every state in 
the nation. Courageous individuals, such as Harriet Tubman, Richard Allen and Frederick 
Douglass, played a crucial role in forcing the issue of slavery to the forefront of national politics, 
helping to create the momentum that would eventually bring the country to war. 
 
 
The African Americans: Many Rivers to Cross #103 
Airdate/Time:  February 11, 2016, 8pm; February 13, 2016, 2am  
Length:  60-minutes 
 
Description:  Into the Fire examines the most tumultuous and consequential period in African 
American history: the Civil War and the end of slavery, and Reconstruction's thrilling but tragically 
brief "moment in the sun." From the beginning, African Americans were agents of their own 
liberation, forcing the Union to confront the issue of slavery by fleeing the plantations and taking 
up arms to serve with honor in the United States Colored Troops. After Emancipation, African 
Americans sought to realize the promise of freedom-rebuilding families shattered by slavery; 
demanding economic, political and civil rights; even winning elected office. Just a few years later, 
however, an intransigent South mounted a swift and vicious campaign of terror to restore white 
supremacy and roll back African American rights. Yet the achievements of Reconstruction would 
remain very much alive in the collective memory of the African American community. 
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The African Americans: Many Rivers to Cross #104 
Airdate/Time:  February 11, 2016, 9pm; February 13, 2016, 3am  
Length:  60-minutes 
 
Description:  Something from Nothing portrays the Jim Crow era, when African Americans 
struggled to build their own worlds within the harsh, narrow confines of segregation. At the turn of 
the 20th century, a steady stream of African Americans left the South, fleeing the threat of racial 
violence, and searching for better opportunities in the North and the West. Leaders like Ida B. 
Wells, W.E.B. Du Bois, Booker T. Washington and Marcus Garvey organized, offering vastly 
different strategies to further black empowerment and equality. Yet successful black institutions 
and individuals were always at risk. At the same time, the ascendance of black arts and culture 
showed that a community with a strong identity and sense of pride was taking hold in spite of Jim 
Crow. "The Harlem Renaissance" would not only redefine how America saw African Americans, 
but how African Americans saw themselves. 
 
 
The African Americans: Many Rivers to Cross #105 
Airdate/Time:  February 18, 2016, 8pm; February 20, 2016, 2am  
Length:  60-minutes 
 
Description:  Rise! examines the long road to civil rights, when the deep contradictions in 
American society finally became unsustainable. Beginning in World War II, African Americans 
who helped fight fascism abroad came home to face the same old racial violence. But this time, 
mass media-from print to radio and TV-broadcast that injustice to the world, planting seeds of 
resistance. And the success of black entrepreneurs and entertainers fueled African American 
hopes and dreams. In December 1955, Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat to a white man on 
a city bus in Montgomery, Alabama, heralding the dawn of a new movement of quiet resistance, 
with the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. as its public face. Before long, masses of African 
Americans practiced this nonviolent approach at great personal risk to integrate public schools, 
lunch counters and more. As the civil rights movement scored one historic victory after another, 
non-violence was still all too often met with violence-until finally, enough was enough. By 1968, 
Dr. King, the apostle of non-violence, would be assassinated, unleashing a new call for "Black 
Power" across the country. 
 
 
1916 The Irish Rebellion #101 
Airdate/Time:  March 24, 2016, 8pm; March 26, 2016, 2am  
Length:  60-minutes 
 
Description:  This episode traces events in Ireland and abroad leading to the preparations for the 
Rising. The themes and events covered include the rise of cultural nationalism, the re-emergence 
of the separatist physical force tradition, the contested traditions of nationalism and unionism, the 
rise of organized labor, the role of women, the role of Irish America and the influence of the 
diaspora and international political movements. 
 
 
Mearra: Selkie from the Sea 
Airdate/Time:  March 31, 2016, 9pm  
Length:  60-minutes 
 
Description:  MEARRA is a sixty minute filmed version of the world premiere multimedia musical 
story performance staged at the Irish American Heritage Center. MEARRA, created and 
performed by folk musician Linda Marie Smith, sets the stage for an epic Irish fantasy through 
animated projections, theatrical lighting, and nine immensely gifted musicians who weave this 
beautiful and family friendly tale of a fanciful mermaid-like creature named Mearra, who 
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transforms from a seal to a beautiful young woman when she falls in love with a human 
fisherman. 
 

 
 
 

LOCAL INTEREST  
 

 
 
 
This is South Jersey  #104 
Airdate/Time: January 1, 2016, 10:30pm; January 4, 2016, 10:30pm; January 6, 2016, 4:30am; 
February 17, 2016, 10:30pm; February 19, 2016, 2:30am  
Length:  30-minutes 
 
Description:  Marianne Aleardi explores a wilderness survival school deep in the Pine Barrens, 
visits Walt Whitman’s house in Camden and enjoys a Tavern tasting at Amalthea Cellars. Plus, 
host Meg Maley flies a plane – on her own! 
 
 
Here’s the Story  #103 
Airdate/Time: February 17, 2016, 8pm; February 19, 2016, 2am & 10:30pm  
Length:  30-minutes 
 
Description:  Viewers get an all-access pass behind-the-scenes at the record release party of one 
of Jersey's fastest rising, up-and-coming bands, and answers once and for all, just who is the 
mythical character, Thomas Wesley Stern, that the Indie Rock/American Roots band was named 
for. 
 
 
This is South Jersey  #105 
Airdate/Time: January 8, 2016, 10:30pm; February 24, 2016, 8:30pm; February 26, 2016, 2:30am 
Length:  30-minutes 
 
Description:  Marianne Aleardi dives in to Adventure Aquarium to swim with the sharks, then dries 
off with an artist who makes “fake food” for museums. See Steve Priolo sample fine Italian 
cooking, and watch a not-so-coordinated Meg Maley take on the roller derby. 
 
 
This is South Jersey  #106 
Airdate/Time: January 15, 2016, 10:30pm; January 17, 2016, 4:30am; March 2, 2016, 8:30pm; 
March 4, 2016, 2:30am  
Length:  30-minutes 
 
Description:  Visit an active archaeological dig in Mantua with host Marianne Aleardi, then watch 
a dragon boat festival on the Cooper River before stopping at a Zen monastery in Shamong. Host 
Meg Maley gets her cowgirl on at the Cowtown Rodeo. 
 
 
Atlantic City Nights: Strictly Sinatra 
Airdate/Time: March 23, 2016, 8pm; March 25, 2016, 2am  
Length:  30-minutes 
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Description:  This new series spotlights top performers and venues both past and present in the 
Jersey shore's entertainment capital, Atlantic City. In the premiere episode, intimate stories are 
shared by Frank Sinatra, Jr. and others about Old Blue Eyes. 
 

 
 
 
 

LOCAL POLITICS & CONCERNS  
 
 
NJTV Special Report: State of the State Address 
Airdate/Time:  January 12, 2016, 3pm & 11pm 
Length: 180-minutes  
 
Description: NJTV News live coverage of Gov. Chris Christie’s State of the State address, 
analysis and the post-address Democratic response.   
 
 
NJTV News Special Report Blizzard of 2016 Governor Christie Emergency Briefing 
Airdate/Time:  January 22, 2016, 8:15pm 
Length: 30-minutes  
 
Description: Gov. Chris Christie held a press briefing about the upcoming winter storm. 
 
 
NJTV Special Report: State Budget Address 
Airdate/Time:  February 16, 2016, 2pm & 9pm; February 17, 2016, 2am 
Length: 120-minutes  
 
Description: NJTV News coverage of Gov. Chris Christie’s 2017 Budget Address from Trenton. 
 

Metrofocus #1056  
Airdate/Time:  January 29, 2016, 5:30pm 
Length: 30-minutes  
 
Description: New York City Councilwoman Vanessa Gibson tells us about her proposed reforms 
to the city’s “broken windows” policing policy, which focuses on low-level infractions to reduce 
crime overall. Metrofocus sits down with Matt Katz, author of “American Governor: Chris 
Christie's Bridge to Redemption” to discuss New Jersey Gov. Christie and his road on the 
Presidential campaign trail.  Illumination Fund's Laurie Tisch, Unilever's Alfie Vivian and Gabrielle 
Fialkoff from the mayor's office introduce us to a new city initiative aimed at promoting health and 
wellness in the city's most under-served communities.  And the program takes viewers to Save 
The Children's annual star-studded gala that supports early childhood health and education. 
 
 
NJTV News with Mary Alice Williams #5191 
Airdate/Time:  March 23, 2016, 6:00pm, 7:30pm, 11:00pm; March 24, 2016, 6:30am 
Length: 30-minutes  
 
Description: The Affordable Care Act turns six years old. How it's doing with campaign pledges to 
get rid of it. A police chief takes a leave in the wake of an email to his officers about who to watch 
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out for. Sen. Menendez on the Brussels attacks and weighing privacy and encryption in terror 
cases. Bankers' hours for outpatient therapy and then it's off to work, home or play.  
 
 
NJTV News with Mary Alice Williams #5194 
Airdate/Time:  March 28, 2016, 6:00pm, 7:30pm, 11:00pm; March 29, 2016, 6:30am 
Length: 30-minutes  

Description: Stemming the addiction crisis, starting in the emergency room. Where routinely 
prescribed opioid painkillers are being substituted with safer alternatives. Concerns about lead in 
the water in Newark schools have led to a call for lead testing in every school. Concerns about 
keeping patient records private have the feds auditing health care providers for HIPAA violations.  

 

 
 

WOMEN’S ISSUES & HISTORY 
 
 
 
Charlie Rose #22056 
Airdate/Time: March 8, 2016, 12am  
Segment Length:  20:18 

Description:  An appreciation of former first lady Nancy Reagan, who died on Sunday. Charlie is 
joined by managing editor Nancy Gibbs and deputy managing editor Mike Duffy Time Magazine. 

 
Raising Ms. President 
Airdate/Time: March 26, 2016, 7pm  
Length:  60-minutes 
 
Description:  Women make up more than half of the American population and workforce. Yet, the 
United States only ranks 97th out of 190 countries when it comes to the number of women in 
elected office. According to research conducted by Jennifer Lawless, director of the Women & 
Politics Institute, and Richard Fox, political science department chair at Loyola Marymount 
University, women are less likely than men to run for office, and often consider themselves under-
qualified to serve, despite their success in business and education. In the documentary RAISING 
MS. PRESIDENT, filmmaker Kiley Lane explores why more women don’t run for office. Through 
interviews with elected officials, scholars, high school students and leaders of two non-profits 
dedicated to raising the next generation of female leaders, the program investigates where 
political ambition begins and why society should encourage more women to lead. Interviewees 
include Anne Moses, founder of IGNITE; Senator Lisa Murkowski, Republican of Alaska; Tiffany 
Dufu, former president of the White House Project; Melissa Deckman, professor of public affairs 
at Washington College; Susannah W. Shakow, founder of Running Start; Emiliana Simon-
Thomas, cognitive, affective and behavioral neuroscientist at UC Berkeley; and Amanda Adkins, 
GOP state chair, Kansas; among others. 
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Evening with Sheila Johnson 
Airdate/Time: March 27, 2016, 11pm  
Length:  60-minutes 
 
Description:  An Evening With Sheila Johnson is a one-on-one interview with Sheila Johnson, a 
classically trained violinist, successful entrepreneur, and dedicated philanthropist. Taped at the 
historic Art Institute of Chicago, and hosted by veteran PBS NewsHour journalist Gwen Ifill, An 
Evening With Sheila Johnson explores the life and career of one of the nation’s most successful 
businesswomen. At 8 years of age, Sheila Johnson fell in love with the violin, honing her craft 
throughout her schooling, and graduating from the University of Illinois with a B.A. degree in 
music. While in school, Sheila met Robert Johnson, whom she would marry and go on to co-
found Black Entertainment Television with in 1980. Sheila taught music as the couple worked to 
turn BET into a successful network, directing what became an internationally renowned youth 
orchestra, Youth Strings In Action. When she stopped teaching music in 1989, she poured her 
efforts into BET, serving as Executive Vice President of Community Affairs, and spearheading 
programming such as Teen Summit. The Johnsons sold BET in 2002 to Viacom for $2.3 billion, 
and Sheila went on to found Salamander Hotels & Resorts, a hospitality firm that now owns or 
manages six luxury resorts. Sheila is also owner of the Washington Mystics, and part owner of the 
Washington Wizards and the Washington Capitals, the first African American woman to be a 
major stakeholder in three professional sports franchises. 
 


